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Why career guidance is important?
Our career Assistance framework and assessment test have been carefully curated by a team of career
experts, Psychologists, Psychiatrist, researchers and data analysts around the world. Since 2014, we have been
working with top institutions, professionals, and industrial experts to curate student aids that help and
educate students to prepare themselves in �nding their interest in education. With the help of advanced
technologies available, our career assessment tests have a high accuracy and the credibility ranks high. Our
conceptual career assistance framework is based on cognitive behavioural theory, that majorly associates to
�nd the accurate career match for you. It is custom made with 4 major �elds like Orientation, Interest,
Personality, and Aptitude.

Why do we test these and how these factors help us �nd your best
career matches?
It's of great importance to know you based on these factors, as it de�nes the exact person you are. Now that
you have completed your assessment successfully. This report will provide your result based on all the 4
factors.

So let's �rst see what the factor Orientation has to say about your inner strength and your approach with the
society!
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Orientation
A person’s Orientation skills de�ne his basic attitude towards a situation, decision, event, task, interaction with
people, what drives him, which in�uences his working style highly. So in this part of the assessment we assess
a person’s orientation skills based on four main categories: Management, Informative, Creative and People.  

For example, consider if you are running an Organisation which design, manufacture and sell footwear like
Nike or Adidas, you need all these four sets of people: 

1. People with Administrative skills can manage targets and deadlines, manage projects and tasks, manage
people and teams,  manage �nance and accounts etc 

2. People with Creative skills can design footwear with world class style and create top trending designs.

3. People with Informative skills can e�ectively access or research the information available and adopt new
methods to manufacture futuristic footwears using technology. 

4. People with People skills can provide solutions for the problems and needs of the people. This is because
they have the ability to mingle well, make deep casual interactions with the people around.

In order to run an organisation all these sets of people should work together in which you must �nd your core
area of strength and this assessment will help you to �nd out your Dominant orientation skills.
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Your Orientation Report

Your Admin Style

You can acquire it in time, stay calm! You may not be comfortable in taking up responsibilities and leading a
team.

Your Creative Style

Imagination is more important than knowledge! Your score indicates you have a realistic approach to things in
life and always stick to conventional practices of doing things. Trying out new things is always fun. 

Your People Style

Alone you can do so little, together we can do so much.! Your score indicates that you are comfortable only
with your own company and fall more under the introvert category. 

Your Informative Style

Your score indicates you are someone who is interested to read, listen, observe, always have a quest for
knowledge. You love to be with books, instruments, machines, gadgets, perform research and experiments,
seek, collect and analyse information, be updated and intellectual, use the latest technologies. You will always
use your mind to its fullest potential and communicate only with data.

We believe, now you have understood your strength and working style. Let's move on to the next factor
Interest which de�nes the �elds that fascinate you and those that you love spending time or work with.
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Your Interest Report
“ What am I passionate about?”  “What am I going to be?” These are the most di�cult questions one has to
face while they decide to pursue their higher education. Choosing a career based on your interest, will put
your heart & soul to develop your skill sets and succeed in your career. But the problem is most of us don’t
have a  clarity or clear vision about our interests. 

Don’t worry! We are here to give you a clear picture about your interests and passion hiding behind your head
& heart,  this part of the assessment will �nd out your core interest areas and suggest 4 to 5 main stream
career options out of 25+ career streams where you will have a high chance of achieving success. This section
will help you identify what work areas excite you and helps you identify and understand the multiple career
options which are personally rewarding. 

So this is the core part of your assessment and please analyse the test results of this part carefully.

Your top career interest

Engineering Science Animation, Graphics & VFX

Advertising & Marketing Mathematics & Statistics
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Overall Interest Report

S.No Name Score

1 Engineering
If you love to create/build/design, working on existing creations/machines/engines/structures and
providing solutions to problems in the world, using scienti�c principles, to make man’s physical labour
easy then you should pick a career in this �eld.

90

2 Science
If you are interested in innovation and inspired thinking, and love to explore more of nature, you have
multiple career options in this �eld.

90

3 Animation, Graphics & VFX
If you have excellent drawing, artistic and interpretation skills, good creative and imaginative skills, with
the right technical skills related to the career options, you can shine in this �eld.

76

4 Advertising & Marketing
If you are creative, good at understanding the needs of people, problem solving, have the ability to
listen & persuade others, manage time and money, then you are good to choose your career in this
�eld.

75

5 Mathematics & Statistics
If you have a good sense of numbers and excellent analytical skills this �eld will excite you. If words like
Economy, stock market, Data research creates curiosity in you then this is your �eld.

67

6 Education & Training
If you love to teach, have good communication skills, creative, engage people e�ciently, explain,
instruct and enhance the skills of others, this is your �eld.

57

7 Media & Communication
If you have good event management skills, excellent writing and speaking skills and provide creative
content, could socialise well, you have multiple career options in this �eld.

56

8 Management
If you can lead, be trustworthy, instruct others, assertive, handle pressures, take risks, good at people,
open to ideas, with strong analytical abilities, make plans and be organised, motivate others, this �eld
is perfect for you.

55

9 Sales
If you can listen, understand others needs, be competitive at what you do, good at people and
networking, con�dent about yourself and communicate well, tend to achieve anything with
perseverance, convince people of your ideas with their needs, then choose this �eld.

47
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S.No Name Score

10 Medical Science
If you are more concerned about the health of others and would love to care, treat and cure, have
good decision making and time managing skills, be con�dent about yourself, be punctual, work for long
hours, more of service minded, have a drive to learn throughout your career this �eld is perfect for
you.

45

11 Allied Medicine
If you love to cure patients' illness, and also have an eye for technology. Then you should choose a
profession in allied medicine where you can help even doctors and meet patients on regular sessions
and watch them get improvised with their health.

43

12 Law
If you are compassionate, have good ability to listen, assertive, more detail oriented, could
communicate strongly, this �eld will fetch you good.

41

13 Computer Science
If you are passionate about computers, working, writing codes, developing applications, websites,
handling data at ease, logical reasoning and numerical ability, this �eld is a good choice.

40

14 Fashion
If you are highly creative, artistic, love to dress up, have a good eye for materials, strong drawing and
sewing skills, good at handling budgets, business, research skills, and are competitive you can pick a
career in the fashion industry.

31

15 Hospitality & Tourism
If you are someone who is good at treating others with care, knows their needs, helps them with the
requirements and queries, has love for geography and locations, strong public speaking and language
skills with great organizational skills, this �eld is a right pick.

31

16 Nutrition & Fitness
If you are more concerned and interested in eating right and being �t, make people aware of health
and motivate them , and have the ability to understand science and interpret skillfully, you are good to
choose this �eld.

30

17 Entrepreneurship
If you are self motivated, ready to take risks, know how to network, can manage time and money
e�ciently, have passion for what you do, love to be updated with current needs and technology, ready
for constant learning, then you can be an entrepreneur.

29

18 Food & Agriculture
If interested in the science of plants, animals and food, have a love for nature and health conscious,
with good analytical ability this �eld is a good career option.

29

19 Performing Arts
High scorers are interested in performing using skills like dance, singing, acting, stand-up comedy etc,
where you always wanted to engage people.

26
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S.No Name Score

20 Humanities, Liberal Arts & Social science
If you are interested in history and geography, love to collect books, organize and read them, have
more passion to learn di�erent languages, indulge in social works, volunteer yourself to bene�t others,
you can choose from the multiple career options in this �eld.

23

21 Art & Design
If you are interested in creative pursuits, love to design, be on trend, update yourself with latest
technologies related, this �eld provides multiple career options you could choose from.

23

22 Architecture
If you are good at science and maths, high levels of design creativity and imaginative skills, pay more
attention to details, and have a good sense of budget allocation, this �eld suits you.

22

23 Aviation & Merchant Navy
If you have a love for �ying and sailing, be attentive to things/people around, care for comfort and
safety of people, be organized and well mannered & groomed, you �t in this �eld.

21

24 Economics & Commerce
If you are interested to know about countries, analyse data, and are more involved in understanding
the economy of a country, good mathematical skills, and political history, this �eld is a good choice.

11

25 Banking & Finance
If you are good at numbers, data analytical skills, make calculations, ensure accuracy, work
methodically, and exceptionally good at managing money, this is your perfect �eld.

10

26 Defense services
If you would love to �ght and protect, learn technologies, have integrity, ability to lead and follow, be
punctual, well manners and organized, this �eld is good for you.

8

27 Government
You are good to choose this �eld if you are passionate to serve and uplift your society with national
duty. You should have the ability to manage time and prioritize work, and always available to help
others and solve their problems.

7

28 Sports
If you are good at any sport and more passionate about making it your career, have high physical and
mental strength, hold a lot of determination and perseverance to shine and guide others, this �eld will
really fetch you more.

0
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We hope that now you are aware of your passionate �elds. Now, its important to know about your Personality
as it conveys your uniqueness with others. Please read further to explore more about your personality,
strengths and the characters that you can improve to shine well. 

Personality
Personality is made up of characteristics like how you treat (behaviours) yourself and others, how
emotional you are and the levels you can deal (comfortable) with people's emotions, your ability to
understand and acquire knowledge from others, your experiences. In simple terms the traits that make
you unique is personality and it has a lot more to contribute to your work and profession.

It's as important as the other factors like orientation and interest to know about your personality
and to pick a career that compliments your personality.
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Your Personality Report

Congratulations! You have a personality match with Steven spielberg

Steven spielberg - Hollywood Filmmaker, producer, creator.

Steven Spielberg was a successful �lmmaker of all times, who directed masterpiece movies like Jurassic Park,
ET etc. He is a pioneer who took sci-� movies to the next level. His movies were of all time classics and always
have a place in the audience's heart which also received n number of awards. His brilliance in crafting a movie
script is remarkable. A person to be remembered for his creativity towards art.

Let’s see how he matches your personality:

1. You are Quiet, friendly, sensitive, and kind.

2. You are also active, goal driven and highly creative.

3. Enjoy the present moment, what's going on around you.

4. Like to have your own space and to work within your own time frame.

5. Loyal and committed to values and to people who are important to you.     

6. You like to try new experiences and get bored easily with routines.

7. Tactful and considerate of how people feel.

8. Serious and disciplined on the inside but seems highly spontaneous on the outside.

9. Loves adventure, thrilling activities and high-spirited.

10. Dislike uncertainties but can adapt well with the changes.

11. You are kind, gentle, and interested in contributing to people’s sense of well being and happiness. You
endeavor to accept and support other people, but are ultimately guided by your own core values.

12. You have a strong set of values, which you strive to consistently meet in your lives.

13. You are keenly in tune with the way things look, taste, sound, feel and smell

14. You have a strong sense of art in any form.

15. You typically enjoy hands-on activities, and often gain satisfaction when you can create a tangible result
from your own e�orts.

16. You Are "doers", and are usually uncomfortable with theorizing concepts and ideas, unless you see a
practical application.

17. You need to live accordance with what you feel is right, and will rebel against anything which con�icts
with that goal.

18. You're likely to choose jobs and careers which allow you the freedom of working towards the realization
of your value-oriented personal goals. 
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Areas of Improvement:
1. Highly sensitive 

We all are sensitive to certain things. But feeling hurt or sensitive over it won’t solve the problem instead act
on it. Do what you can, to stand against that situation like speak up with people, convey about things that
bother you, so it won’t happen again. Because Superman saves the day, only in the movies. 

2. Easily bored and stressed 

Do you get easily bored? yes? This character of yours needs exciting or intriguing ideas to keep you engaged,
and this ability of yours would make you be an inventor or Marketing strategist and also be successful at it.
But until then, hold tight and keep yourself engaged by learning new skills. This will take you to great heights
in the long-run. 

3. Less future planning 

Being in the moment is what life is all about, focusing on the past or future too much might get a person
anxious about life. But, will you ALWAYS choose to board a bus, without deciding the destination? No? Right,
planning has a more signi�cant e�ect on your future than you could even presume. 

4. Indecisive and unpredictable 

Dynamic and impulsive is always fun. But most of your time sticking to this indecisive nature might also make
you less e�ective in focusing on your class projects. 

To overcome this, try to be on the positive side always, seek the possibilities rather than stressing about
negative outcomes. And moreover believe that you are not the sole power to control everything. Instead give
importance to your emotions and prepare strategies or solutions to the possible outcomes. 

5. Independent 

Are you an independent person? Kudos to it, this is one of the skills many are longing to have. As humans,
everyone searches for someone to accompany them in any situation, but good that you have it already. Yet
don’t overdo it, and avoid your loved ones in spending quality time with them because when you need them,
there is a chance this character of yours might lose people.

6. Overly competitive 

Competition is healthy, even in a work environment every employee is urged to be competitive, which is a
great ability to excel at your work. But it’s not healthy when you use it in your personal life or non-competitive
areas because eventually, people might avoid being around you at any given situation.    

By now, you must have got a clear picture about yourself and the careers that would match your personal self.
It's also necessary to see where your knowledge gained over these years stands at this point. So move on to
the next section and see the areas of strength. (Ignore this if you belong to Class 8,9,10. You can move on to
check the consolidated report)
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Your Consolidated Report
Orientation

Your Dominant Interests

Your Personality Match

Steven Spielberg

100.00% 40.00% 10.00% 10.00%

Engineering Science Animation, Graphics & VFX Advertising & Marketing
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Career Match with Engineering

Stand and take a look around yourself. What do you find? Maybe phones, chairs, fans, a
television, or even your clothes all the day to day things that are man-made. You can be sure
that an engineer helped to make it. There are many different kinds of engineers from
aeronautical, automobile, civil, chemical, mechanical, electrical, electronics, textile,
agricultural etc. etc... Our civilization would be as advanced as the Stone Age without these
people. This career demands a wide knowledge of subjects such as science, English, and a
strong foundation of mathematics. Engineering also requires imagination because the engineer
will have to invent objects used for everyday life or improve existing objects to upgrade the
environment for people. Day to day work on any field in engineering will be about solving
problems using technical and practical skills, maths, science, research, prototypes, design,
manufacturing, production and maintenance. Strong communication skill, technical expertise in
a subject will make you shine in your career on a long run. The field’s advantages include
interesting, creative work and working with the latest technological advances in the field you
choose to go into. As an engineer, your workplace can be anywhere. Maybe in an office, in a
factory, on an oil rig in the middle of the ocean, in a laboratory, or even in outer space. Once
you set yourself in the right place, Engineers are very secure with respect to material
compensation. 

 

Read More

https://pickmycareer.in/departments/8ec3c2e4-dc65-422c-9785-51bf5d37b051
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Career Match with Science

Science as a profession will be all about innovation, discovery and research. It’s about trying
new things, experimenting and making exhilarating scientific breakthroughs. It’s about doing
things that nobody else has ever done before. It’s about bringing development to people’s lives,
and enhancing our knowledge and understanding of nature, the world and the universe. Careers
related to science are definitely some of the most exciting, and notable out there. Much like the
stars, careers in scientific research and development are literally infinite; new things can always
be discovered and things can always be improved. Research would be a persistent part of every
scientific career. A purely research dominant scientific career can be explored within research
labs or an academic institution. Nevertheless, research creates possibilities for practical
applications, so research and development based careers in applied science are much more
commercial. Hence choosing a science-based career is not going to fail you anywhere in the
near future. 

 

Read More

https://pickmycareer.in/departments/8ea4584d-505e-4b00-9249-edd95cdfbf54
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Career Match with Animation, Graphics & VFX

The animation is an umbrella term, comprising moving imagery, including everything from
cartoons to Claymation. Animation involves the process of drawing, designing, silhouettes, and
preparation of photographic sequences that are integrated as one, to form motion and these are
used in multimedia and gaming products. It is the process of adding a sequence of still images
to generate the illusion of movement. An animator is the one who creates animations. They use
various computer technologies to capture the still images and then animate those in their
desired sequence. And now, visual communication as a course is about combining arts and
technologies to communicate ideas. It begins as a message, that travels from the talented
designer, to get transformed into visual art, which is more effective than verbal communication.
Visual aids are more attention-grabbing and engaging for all types of audiences. These 3
streams hold a wide range of courses and job opportunities where some are graphic and web
designer, Advertising, Video editor, Photojournalist, Art/ design director, communication
manager, design education, etc.

Read More

https://pickmycareer.in/departments/e531008d-d056-4498-99b2-53bbfdbd572a
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Career Match with Advertising & Marketing

Marketing degrees usually include courses on principles of marketing, marketing research and
strategies, consumer behavior, and sales management. Advertising stream helps one to learn
about all facets of the business, and it is the best way to communicate with the customers.

This method of promotion has been reaching a mass number of audience for brand awareness as
well to inform the  availability of products in the market for their customers. This field involves
creative careers such as copywriting, art direction and as well act on business careers including
purchase, planning, and sales.

This course in Marketing & Advertisement helps the students to develop their skill set in
identifying, anticipating and satisfying their customers' needs and wants. And this is one of the
primary components of business! With marketing jobs growing 9% faster with their requirement
and value, opting for marketing would be a smart idea for the understanding of business at all
levels. And most MBA holders create opportunities for the working population by launching
their start-up's.

Read More

https://pickmycareer.in/departments/150ac94b-0010-463b-8307-24ccfc038997
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Career Match with Mathematics & Statistics

Mathematicians and statisticians are always in demand. They find concealed relationships and
patterns and invent the detailed predictive models useful in almost every industry. On one hand,
if you become a mathematician or a statistician, you will be researching, analysing, developing
and utilizing mathematical or statistical theories and algorithms for academic purposes.
Alternatively, you could be solving practical problems by applying maths on real-life situations.

The ability of advanced mathematics and high-level statistical analysis can help financial
organizations to improve their position in the market, support engineering companies in solving
complex technical problems and help medical research organisations to implement new
treatments and develop the functionality of medical equipment. It can also be used to derive
business strategies and industrial processes. To have a career in this sector, you will need a
degree in a corresponding subject, mathematics. Most of the mathematicians and statisticians
will actually own a PhD or MSc. Mathematics and statistics pave the way for a huge variety of
rewarding and well-compensating careers. Career pathways include roles such as actuary, data
scientist, statistician, ecological modeller, computer programmer, share-broker, communication,
and signals analyst and many more. So, if you are a bit of a ‘math machine’ and your integers
are looking good, the odds are that you would be well suited to a career in mathematical and
statistical sciences. 

 

Read More

https://pickmycareer.in/departments/231d70fe-7db4-4365-b2da-c9af534cfb86
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